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This report is an abridged version of the Annual Report sent to the ESRC on 30th March 2011.

INTRODUCTION
CCP has continued to deliver across its programme of academic research and policy relevant
output and advice during 2010-11. Attendance at the weekly seminar is now so large (between
30 and 45) that we have to hold it outside CCP, and we continue to support high quality research
across disciplines in a real ‘Centre’ with a physical presence.
The Centre’s reputation was recognised in two invitations – one to host the annual Association
of Competition Economics meeting in November, attended by 120 academics, policy makers
and private practitioners from across Europe, and extremely well received. This was a valuable
opportunity to host the leading European practitioners in Norwich. The second was to join the
Centre on Regulation in Europe, which should provide both a valuable network based in
Brussels, and an opportunity for research funding from the non academic members and other
sources.
The blog continues to be very successful, with around 25,000 hits in total, but was seriously
disrupted by the imposition of Purdah at the time of the general election. From responses (both
public and private) it is evidently being followed by key individuals within UK authorities, and
well as academics and journalists; the blog has featured in Competition Policy’s ‘Blog of blogs’
and in the Times Law blog.
STAFFING NEWS
Staffing changes were much as predicted, with three research associates moving to other
academic posts, and two new appointments made. The Centre manager, Stu White, left in July
and was replaced by Suzy Adcock. Four new faculty members (Mac Sithigh, Hanretty, Vasilakos,
Whelan) joined the Centre, and John Ashton left CCP and UEA for Bangor. We congratulate
seven of our PhD students who successfully completed their PhDs this year, five of whom are in
academic posts and two in consultancy, and we are delighted to welcome seven new PhD
students to CCP.
IMPACT AND HIGHLIGHTS
The ESRC specify that the annual report should contain two examples of each of the following
three types of impact.
Research progress
This year we report the collection of two (very different) data sets. The first is a part of the
Centre’s ongoing research into consumer choice of suppliers and activity in markets. In January
2011, following a detailed consultative and piloting period, the Centre commissioned GfK NOP
to undertake the latest Consumer Survey. Over a two-week period, over 2500 over 16s were
interviewed face-to-face in-home about their behaviour in the retail electricity market. The
resulting dataset contains anonymised information that will be used to predict the respondents’
search and switching behaviour. Building on previous CCP surveys and research, these include
their personal characteristics, their attitudes to the market, attentiveness to the market and
perceived gains and the time and difficulty of searching and switching. The survey complements
and extends previous studies conducted by the Centre under the theme of Consumers by focussing
on consumer confidence and the salience of the search/switching tasks. Initial analysis of the
data has commenced and will be presented at a seminar at Birkbeck College in March, and a

paper on the first findings will form part of the Centre’s annual conference – this year on
Consumers – in June.
The second data set is an empirical study of German competition law litigation from 2005 to
2007, the most complete dataset of its kind for civil law jurisdictions in Europe. The results
question some assumptions about private antitrust enforcement in Europe and have been
published as a working paper. A refined version of this paper is currently under review at the
Oxford Journal of Legal Studies. The results from the data analysis were presented at academic
conferences, to practitioners (German Federal Cartel Office, European School of Management
and Technology) and have been sent to stakeholders and policy makers (European Commission,
German law professors) in the form of a working paper. Daniel Crane quotes an early draft of
the empirical work in his recent book on enforcement institutions and Gero Meeßen refers to
the work in his book/PhD thesis on private antitrust enforcement in Germany. Another paper
which is based on the data has been accepted for publication in the International and
Comparative Law Quarterly (forthcoming July). We expect both data sets to become a valuable
resource for the Centre, to be exploited in the years to come.
Scientific impact
Pinar Akman’s paper ‘The European Commission’s Guidance on Article 102tfeu: From Inferno
To Paradiso?’ was published in Modern Law Review, one of the top generalist academic law
journals. This article is a critical assessment of the European Commission’s Guidance on
Enforcement Priorities in Applying Article 102 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the
European Union to abusive exclusionary conduct by dominant undertakings. The Guidance is
the first ever official document adopted by the European Commission to provide guidance on
the application of Article 102 which forms one third of EU competition law. The Commission’s
and the European Court’s application of this provision had been controversial and particularly
criticised for protecting competitors and not competition, and for being devoid of modern
economic thinking. Although it has been only recently published (July 2010) and was not
preceded by a CCP research paper, the paper has already been cited by one of the leading
textbooks in EU competition law as a “further reading” article on the subject [see A Jones and B
Sufrin EU Competition Law: Text, Cases and Materials (4th ed OUP 2011) p. 281.]
One of CCP’s main contributions is in building capacity amongst masters’ and doctoral students,
and this year was particularly vibrant, with seven CCP students successfully defending their
theses; topics ranged from rationality of consumers in water, collusive agreements, European
electricity and buyer power to private enforcement, tacit collusion and innovation and
competition policy. Seven students commenced their studies in CCP this year, two of them
supported by ESRC quota awards. One highlight of the CCP environment this year was the
month long visit of Professor Andy Gavil from Howard University School of Law, Washington.
He evidently enjoyed the atmosphere at CCP immensely, particularly interacting closely with the
PhD students and junior faculty; as part of his visit he presented a very popular and useful series
of masterclasses on US antitrust. Based on his positive experiences at CCP, Professor Gavil has
initiated a proposed exchange for EU PhD students to visit US institutions.
Economic and Societal Impact
Government and regulators sought extensive advice from the Centre during the year, based on
three streams of research: economic regulation, consumer choice (especially in regulated
industries) and price guarantees. The Department of Business and Innovation, the Department
of Energy and Climate Change, the Cabinet Office Behavioural Change Unit, the economic
regulators for communications, water and energy all invited contributions of varying kinds from
Centre members. The advice involved three contracts with the Centre (one research, two

consultancies) and two explicit publications: one on price guarantees for Ofcom and one on
consumer choice for Ofwat. Collectively this solicited ‘engagement’ (listed in the output return)
represents a substantial interest in and direct application of the Centre’s research within policy
circles.
One example of a development from academic research to practitioner application arose when
Daithi Mac Sithigh, a new faculty member of the Centre, was asked by a delegate at an academic
conference to develop his paper into a piece of training organised by the Practical Law
Company, which provides training and updates for legal practitioners (solicitors – in-house and
in law firms) in the UK – http://uk.practicallaw.com. The talk, entitled ‘Google in the
spotlight’, was attended by 100 PLC subscribers, all solicitors, and dealt with the legal issues
encountered by Google under four major headings (regulating search engines, liability for
YouTube, competition, and Google Books). Organisations represented including Google itself,
the BBC, ITV and Sony, as well as major law firms working in the area (e.g. Pinsent Masons,
Olswang, Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer, Kemp Little). The talk brought together (for a
practitioner audience) different aspects of the academic research; feedback from attendees
suggested that bringing together a range of legal issues (including comparative law) highlighted
the complexity of doing business online and also the impact of competition and regulation on
the affairs of Google and others. The event (including slides) is reported at
http://ipandit.practicallaw.com/content/seminars .
PROGRESS AGAINST OBJECTIVES
The Centre undertakes interdisciplinary research into competition policy, including market
regulation, which has real world policy relevance without compromising academic rigour. During
the year we developed our research programme based on the changes agreed in the mid-term
review and forecast in the 2010-11 forward plan, recruiting new faculty members and expanding
our focus. While some plans have been delayed or altered, other activity has taken its place, so
the result is, if anything, more and better output than forecast. Centre members have published
29 pieces of refereed work, 15 working papers, made 32 conference presentations, continued
involvement with international academic networks and intensified their engagement with policy
makers, including joining a new European regulation group.
Research
Research activity is reported under each of the five streams, as anticipated in the forward plan,
though much activity overlaps several themes.
In the Consumer theme the main achievement has been the refinement of the large scale survey
on consumer switching, prepiloting competitive tendering of the survey itself (which was won by
GfK-NOP), piloting, administration of the survey and organisation and cleaning of data. The last
date of the reporting period (31st March) sees the first presentation of results to a research
seminar at Birkbeck College, and further results will be presented at CCP’s annual summer
conference on consumers. The survey has been supplemented by experiments on complexity in
consumer choice, and these experiments are themselves being modelled on energy tariffs, to
provide a direct link with the Centre’s sector expertise. Two pieces on the role of economic
freedom in the objective of competition law have been published, both listed in the outputs:
‘Economic Freedom as Political Virtue: An Insight from the Perspective of Value Pluralism’
(European Journal of Legal Studies) and ‘Rediscovering the Spirit of Competition: On the
Normative Value of the Competitive Process’, (European Competition Journal). The paper on
consumer errors in switching, whose earlier versions continue to be influential and widely cited
in policy circles, has finally been published. Bob Sugden continues to develop his book draft

through completing individual chapters as working papers. Social Choice and Welfare has agreed to
publish a special edition based on a conference, part sponsored by CCP and held at UEA in
2008, on Reconciling Normative and Behavioural Economics.
Under the ‘Institutions’ heading the empirical study on German competition law litigation from
2005 to 2007 is well underway – originally as part of a PhD thesis and now being pursued at a
post doctoral level (for data, see highlights section). The results have been published as a
working paper, and a refined version is currently under review at the Oxford Journal of Legal
Studies. Another paper based on the data has been accepted for publication in the International
and Comparative Law Quarterly (forthcoming July). Discussion of the dialectical approach to
antitrust has been continued with the articles on consumers and competition (noted above) and
application to the economic downturn. Work on the case studies in national competition
authorities has been delayed by the departure of a research associate for an academic post at
York.
In addressing Market Power and its Regulation, Akman continues to work on her book, and
has published two articles, one a critique of the European Commission's new guidelines on the
application of Article 10;2 the other on the problems, in the context of vertical restraints, of not
differentiating between intermediate customers and final consumers; a paper on net neutrality
has been published, comparing the approach in the EU to that of Canada, and Mezzanotte on
the conceptual boundaries of collective dominance in the context of Article 102. Members have
commented on ‘How Loyalty Discounts can Perversely Discourage Discounting’, and on care
homes. Hviid and Waddams have developed their analysis of the energy regulator’s introduction
of non discrimination clauses, a topical and controversial policy issue. Their work has led to an
invitation to provide consultancy advice to Ofgem on its latest review of the retail market. A
paper on the importance of market structure for the diffusion of mobile phones shows that
triopoly is optimal for maximizing the rate of diffusion, but there remains a role for independent
regulation. This finding is important both for regulators designing the structure of such markets
and for agencies deciding on whether mergers should be allowed.
Several contributions have been made in the ‘Agreements’ strand. The issue of how cartels
solve the problem of stability via their internal structure was addressed in two chapters of a
successful PhD thesis, namely: Are cartels really most likely for small number symmetric
industries? and the types of agreements, rules and ‘punishment’ strategies use to avoid the ‘cartel
problem’. A subset of one to two hundred cartel cases has been isolated from a larger data set to
calculate (reliable) estimates of the magnitude of overcharge. Current analysis focuses on
whether the estimates of such overcharges depend on how the counterfactual is measured
(before or after, during price war, or using a comparator non-cartelised industry). The paper on
cartels in recession was redrafted for publication in World Competition; a book chapter on media
coverage of cartel cases was prepared for publication in: C Beaton-Wells and A Ezrachi (eds)
Criminalising Cartels (Hart 2011); a paper on the UK’s fledgling cartel offence is accepted for
publication.
The question of which parties should have standing to request a review of a Commission
Merger decision and standing to sue developed issues arising from the Impala case. Using
economic insights from US and EU cases, early findings suggest that EU rules on standing are
consistent with ‘protecting competitors not competition’ rather than ‘the more economic
approach’ aiming to protect consumer welfare. Work has been published on judicial scrutiny of
merger decisions in the EU, UK and Germany. Work identifying the contribution of horizontal
mergers to the emergence of giant firms in power generation in the EU was included in a
successful PhD. Analysis of design of merger institutions included a major re-working of a paper
on the type of error implied by early settlements of merger remedies. Early settlements by the

EC are more likely to be Type 1 errors (i.e. “too harsh” as firms offer too much remedy in the
hope of an early settlement) but there are also Type 2 errors (i.e. anticompetitive mergers
allowed), particularly when the merger is difficult to assess. Work has also been published on
mergers and the theory of harm.
Our new banking theme has resulted in the construction of databases on market structure across
Europe, state aid and other crisis interventions (including mergers). Much of the groundwork is
in place, ready for planned papers on state aid and on evolving market structure in banking. The
Independent Commission on Banking invited a presentation of early results. A paper that finds
adverse effects of mergers on deposit interest rates has been accepted for publication.
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